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Its a pleasure to have been invited to share some experiences and views 
with you. I ask you to take my presentation as an introduction and then perhaps 
during the discussion we can address some other issues which may be of concern 
to you. 

Almost any day the media cover a range of land and water use issues. For 
example, some headlines from this mornings Vancouver newspaper: 

- Officials knew for a month about tanker test 
- Planning Act Changes Pledged by Minister 
- Elk Feeding to Cost $100,000 
- Commissioner Resigns in Fish Protest 
- Garr columa on Foreign Ownership of Farm and Residential Land 
- Pier B.C. Costs of Get Close Scrutiny 
- Indian Call for Inquiry 
- Coquitlam Train Bid in Doubt 
- Minor Seismic Bursts Shake Volcano 

and of the last few days others: 
- Commuter Routes are Paved with Gold 

Victoria Unveils Housing Strategy 
- Buyers Chase House Prices Ever Higher 
- Whistler Village Developing Well as Posh Resort 
- ALRT Can Help Pay for Itself 
All of these examples in some way or another involving land and water 

use decision-making by individuals, corporations and various levels of govern
ment. 

First, to set the stage, let us enter the maze - the land use planning 
battlefield so to speak - and think for a moment about the ever increasing 
demands on the land and water resources, all of which have to be assessed and 
dealtwith in one way or another by planners, resource managers, elected officials, 
land users and citizens. The following competing uses include many different 

kinds of rural and many different kinds of urban uses, all of them dynamic to some 
degree, phasing into one another and inter-related for all practical purposes. 
Think for a moment about the complexity of trying to balance: 

Residential - single family, high density, rural small holding 
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Industrial - whether light or heavy, pursued with avengence by every community 
to provide the local tax base 

Commercial - demands for the rural corner store to the urban shopping centre 
Institutional - schools, churches and hospitals to serve rural and urban 

communities 
Recreational - urban intensive facilities, often used by rural community as 

well, or rural extensive pursuits 
Community watersheds - protecting the quality and quantity of water necessary 

to supply rural and urban needs 
Agriculture - protecting that all important foodland resource, the expertise 

of the farmer, the infrastructure and all that goes with it 
Forestry - again, the rural wood producting land in association with transportation 

networks, processing facilities and urban servicing components 
Fisheries - spawning habitat protection, rearing areas, etc. 
Transportation - ALRT proposal, commuter trains, air travel 
Mining - extraction of aggregate, minerals or fossil fuels, at the same time 

maintaining an acceptable environment 
Energy - producing it, transporting it, conserving it all inter~related to 

land use ..... and on and on to more use competition. 

Conservation and Preservation Areas - ecological & heritage conservation 
Many of these uses compete for the small land area of the province that 

has the greatest range of capability options and obviously someone has to set 
priorities. In other words too often good agricultural land= good industrial 
land= good forestry land= good recreational land. 

There is no question we are entering a period of increasingly intense 
land and .water use competition with changing policy, legislation, regulation, 
pressure tactics, and strategies changing by the day almost. Evidence of inte
gration of efforts is hard to come by, although there is the odd glimmer of 
hope. 

These days, everyone's in the land and water use planning game. It's 
especially fashionable to be in the rural land use planning game. Now, there's 
no question there is plenty of planning work out there to do. The real concern, 
however, is how well are we doing it? Amidst the bureaucratic maze of planniing 
agencies, including federal, provincial, regional, and local governments, crown 
corporations, independent Commissions and private industry, can we find any 
indication there is a clear understanding of the land and water resources that 

are the recipients of all this planning? Are we in fact making any real progress 
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towards resolving those historical land resource conflicts with which we have all 
become so familiar? 

The general problem areas of concern have not changed much over the years, 
except to become more complex and intense. There is no set listing of land 
resource issues in descending order of pr.iority. Any one of our historical land 
resource conflicts can become the topic of the day, re-emerging as waves of 
crisis with each tide of socio-economic stress and/or change in government policy. 
When specific interresource issues do not appear in the morning papers, it is not 
because they have ceased to exist or because we have found a rational workable 
compromise; more likely it is because another resource issue has emerged to 
claim the limelight of the day. 

How do we approach understanding, let alone resolving, the day-to-day 
problems as well as the broader often conflicting resource philosophies that 
are behind them. As you know, when we are dealing with land and water resources, 
we are, in reality, dealing with a continuum not just a neat list of self-contain
ed issues. In addition to so-termed resources, most of which make real and 
significant contributions to our economy, these issues involve the environment, 
which is virtually all encompassing but often somewhat intangible, and, an 
aspect we tend to ignore, people. In essence, land resource issues are land 
use planning issues and land use planning issues are, to a great extent, life
style issues. It is the impact of resource/environment decisions upon people -
their values and their lifestyles - that make fair and reasonable compromises 
so difficult to achieve. 

Let's turn for a moment to rural land use planning. It is often with 
great reluctance that rural people accept even good planning programs. I 
submit this is largely because, by training, habit, and job orientation, planners 
tend to be urban-oriented, preoccupied with looking from the urban core in 
concentric rings outward into the countryside. 

In my view, many benefits are derived from taking the other viewpoint 
and looking from the hill and the countryside back to the urban scene. That 
means understanding the natural characteristics of the land resource and its 
ecosystems. It means, as far as possible, doing our resource plannirgfrom within 
the confines of these natural systems, to take advantage of their attributes 
and avoid their negative aspects. It means, also understanding the concerns 
and values of that segment of our population who didn't live within an urban 
setting. 
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Most major resource industries and government agencies now at least 
support the philosophy of INRM. What does this mean? Unfortunately, in 
pr.actice, this support tends only to last as long as their land and its 
single purpose use is not affected or, in government, their agency's inter
ests are paramount and others can tag along, if they don't interfere with 
the prime use thrust. This, of course, is not good enough and creates 
even greater opportunity for serious confrontation and conflict. Compromises 
amongst existing or potential land users must be more than "have to 11 situations 
and 11 lip service" support. 

Those of us in the field, concerned about the urgent need for good 
resource planning and managemen~ have been saying for years that time is of 
the essence; gentle persuasion and dreams of cooperative efforts have not 
worked. Agencies of governments, at all levels, must be legislated to plan 
the use of land and water resources in a consistently integrated and compre~ 
hensive fashion. Sadly, while these are a few noble efforts, in my view, 
there are still too many waves of single use legislative power coming to the 
fore, as agency planning priorities shift with government philosophy, short term 
economics or other pressures of the moment. 

Surely, the goal of any regulatory program should be to protect important 
public interests that would not otherwise be considered. Keeping this in mind, 
let's look briefly at a few of the most current land resour,ce issues and at 
the legislative tools, (some new and some proposed) with which we have to work 
in B.C. at the present time. 

(forestry agriculture) 
1. designation of provincial 

forests and protection of 
forest land base 

Forest Act 1978 
- Establishment of Prov. Forests (pg. iii) 

Crownland Agricultural 
Leasing Policy 

- Forest land use reports to be tabled in legislation (perhaps this 
this should be done for all users) 

Lands Act 
- Planning Area thrusts (Sub-Regional Plan prep.) 

(Interagency) 

2. ALRT - Highways - Residential Strategies 
Transit Legislation, Highways, Housing Legislation 



3. (fisheries 
maintenance of 
rearing/spawning 
habitats 
(sedimentation 
and pollution 
hazard) 

Federal Fisheries Act 
- Sections 31 & 33 
- Riley Creek example 

Water Act 

agriculture 
intensive live-
stock use; stream 
bank protection; 
land drainage; , 
fertilizer, pesticide 
application 

- new legislation coming (rather obselete) 

forestry 
forest harvesting 
techniques 
(soil stability) 

5. 

urban) 

residential 
development 
streamside 
buffers and 
sedimentation 
abatement; 

- com. Watershed Planning, Basin Planning9 Water Rights, Pollution Control 

Agricultural Land Commission Act 
- struggling in a positive direction, but since the 1977 amendments to 

basically functioning as an appeal board rather than an integrated 
planning mechanism to protect the foodland resource 

Forest Act 

Municipal Act 
- Settlement Planning and the steering mechanism for regional and local 

government 

4. (energy 

hydro electric 
power development 

Utilities Commission Act 
1 Site C 

agriculture) 

preservation of 
agricultural land 

- passed in dieing moments of the last sitting of the legislature 
land use implications could be serious 
hearings at discretion of Minister (replaces hearings by Water Controller) 
mayor may not include hearings on justification of the project form 
an energy supply point of view 

Agricultural Land Commission Act 

Hydro Act 

5. ( urban 
the new urban 
gentry 

Municipal Act 

Agricultural Land Commission Act 

Ministry of Agriculture and Food Act 

Watershed Planning Act {pending) 

6. (energy 
coal and metal 
mine development 

rural) 
intensive 11 aromatic 11 

agriculture 

lifestyles) 
rural lifestyles and 
settlement and community 
planning 



Mines Act 

Environment and Land Use Act 

Municipal Act 

Economic Development Act 

Coal Development Guidelines 

7. (wildlife 
key migratory 
staging and minor 
waterfowl production 
area 

Wildlife Act 

recreation 
Alberta - oriented 
water based 
recreation 

Federal Migratory 81.rds Act 

Environment and Land Use Act 

Utilities Commission Act 

Agricultural Land Commission Act 

Proposed Provincial Wildlife Plan 

8. (agricultural and 
recreational lands 

no legislation 

6. 

energy) 
Kootenay diversion 
hydro electric 
power development 
options 

foreign ownership 
and influence) 

At a time when there is an urgent need to find new ways to protect and 
utilize to best advantage our land resources and rural lifestyles, what few. 
tools of integration we have mustered together seem to be collapsing. 
Within government 

within ministries 

demise of the Secretariat, the staff 
advisory arm to ELUC which is the major 
resource policy and decision making 
body of government 
re-emergence of professional cocoons 

9. A faint light emerging at the end of the tunnel? The proposed Planning Act. 
- Existi.ng lack of overall prov. land use policy and strategy 
- A comparatively 'happy' thrust "not yet through legislature . " Implementation 

detail and deregulation aspects need careful analysis 
- orientation from a settlement rather than a resource point of view (initiated 

by Municipal Affairs so that would have to be expected) 
quote page 2 second column 

page 6 second columa (if short of time) 
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. To close a few broad concepts related to land use planning for your 
consideration: 
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1) In my opinion land and water e planning is the most . fundamental need 
in determining the economic opportunity and environmental quality of 
the future. 

2) Good rural land use planning demands good urban land use planning. The 
race for suitable space wi t1 continue to accelerate. 

3) The inevitable interdependence of man within natural systems has been 
much discussed and often written about but it has not for all intents 
and purposes, been incorporated into the everyday developmental or 
regulatory activities that reflect the character of our planning for 
use of rural and urban land and water. 

Finally a question: 
Have you as businessmen, professional person etc. formulated in your 

mind what you wish the long range land and water use to be V your neighbour
hood, municipality, region, province and country? 


